Formalia
Minute-taker: Rasmus Fregerslev
Chairperson: Paige Skrypnek
Agenda approved
The situation repport are presented by Paige. Situation report can be found on the Facebook-group of the alumni. It will be sent together with the minutes. 

Accounts
Accounts are presented by Lars, the tresurer. 
There is a loss of 900 DKR. That is less than expected. There has been both less membership payments, but also no travel rembursements. The other expenses covers a zoom subscription as well as administration fees for bank accounts and web-pages.
There has been surpluses for many years, so there is no worry in a loss. The current assets amount to around 240.000 DKR.
The scholarship account is at 49.000.000 as of today. There has been given 15.000 kr. in scholarships (in 3 individual scholarships).
Comments: Feedback has been that scholarship should be more in a clear process and should be distributed over more terms. Currently it is decided by a commitee.
It is a goal to spread it more out, but specific scholarships has been cancelled due to Covid.

Accounts approved

Election
Eva and Rasmus are running for the board.

Rod is running for treasurer.
Esben is running for substitute treasurer.
Stipulation of membership
Current membership is 200 DKR for life. Half goes to scholarship and half goes to activities and admin.
Suggestion. 200 kr lifetime fee. 150 kr. goes to Friends of IPC. 50 goes to admin or activities if needed.
The idea is that the school already comes with suggestions which we trust. Since Friends of IPC already does scholarship, this can save admin time. Secondly, we don't have the need for 100 kr. for admin.

Comments:
Friends of IPC does also have capital and have experience with investing it safely.
Scholarships of IPC alumni would previously be used for expenses that is not directly related to the cost of the term e.g. transport etc.
IPC alumni is more visible to the normal member compared to friends of IPC. It is harder to look at their process and ensure a broad profile of students.
Friends of IPC does have a fcus on trying to get different people from many different countries.
Friends of IPC does a lot more work to ensure equality and equity in scholarships, and they have many years of experience.
Suggestion: To make sure we know where IPC alumni money is going, we can ask for a biannual report on which scholarships are given.
The amount of students has increased a lot, but the amount of memberships have stalled. It can be a worry that we can run out of money. Previously there has been a lot of other sources of income, which is not used anymore. 
Answer: In the long run it can be unsustainable. We have had fewer membership because we usually get around 30 at reunion weekend. To break even with the new suggestion we would need around 60 memberships pr. year, which is doable but requires more work.
Donations to Friends of IPC should come without strings attached, because they can just say no. Who gets the scholarships is probably the extent of what they would tell us.
The information on friends of IPC can be hard to find. They do not have a website or any social media

Upcoming activities
There are no immidiate activities comming up.
The EU solidarity corps is on a pause right now. There are possibilities to restart it, which Paige and Michelly (current board members) will look in to.

New proposals
Donation of IPC funds:
The money is diminishinging in value due to inflation. The suggestion: 
The GA authorises the board to donate 150.000 DKR to the friends of IPC or a scholarship. A prerequisite for the decision is that the donation is not taxable by danish law.
The current board will discuss transparancy with Friends of IPC.

Discussion: 
Investing the money ourselves would mean a risk and some not transparent agreements with investment firms, which the board were not prepared to do.
The friends of IPC have abilities and know-how to invest it (of course according to the values of the school).
We should collect more information on friends of IPC and have them report on the use, before making a decision. 
The friends of IPC is solely a scholarship fund. They do not have any other activities. Publicity is not part of their purpose.
It is however worth it to have more information in general. Not that they are distrustful, but more information is good.

Structure of the board:
The full list of changes can be found on the IPC-alumni website. This is only the presentation. We will not make the decision at this GA.

Presentation and motivation: 
There are currently a lack of energy among the board members, a few experienced members leaving, and in elections the board was not filled up.
In the new board there is only the necessary and precise positions. Secondly there has been a change in danish banking law, requiring all members to sign documents, give ID and proof of residence.
The new board can function solely online. The change can prevent people from being elected to a position they did not sign up for.
It opens the possibility for people who cannot invest 2 years into the board, but want to get involved in activities they are interested in.

Discussion:
This is a significant change. 
It is not strange to have burn out in a pandemic. There are issues with how the board in the proposed charter are elected. Someone has to do the tasks that are just not fun. E.g. doing the budget.
There can be more issues with board members burning out if there are only 4 members. Suggestion: Having a 5th substitute board member can free up energy.
Having 3 people being able to take economic discussions is not democratic.
Previously there has been 100 participants at alumni. We do need more time to discuss, especially in person. There are so many advantages to being physical. Meeting new people, team bonding etc. Taking the decision based on 15 people is not a good idea. It is too rash. We can end up in a situation where we change the charter every year in case it doesn't work.
Having a smaller board does not solve the practical issues of having an international board. It can even make it worse.
Reducing the number of board members is not the key part. The council is.
The charter will change multiple times in the future because it is an living organisation. After the pandemic we are in a new world, and we should change with it. It was not perfect before either, and it was not working at all during the pandemic.
Having a physical board excludes members of the alumni.
Suggestion: Having the two board members being of two different genders.
The alumni board will discuss how to create a forum, where as many people can participate meaningfully the changes. The goal is to have the forum functioning by end of july 2022. Furthermore they will discuss how to conduct the next general assemply.

Any other business
There will be an extra general assemply on the 13th of august. Specific time TBC.

